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CASA CASA for ALMA:  
Introduction & Status 

•  The basic functionality required to reduce (import, calibrate, and image) ALMA 
data taken Cycles 0-2 is fully available. 

•  To date, data released to PIs processed in CASA using  an automatic script 
generator developed at the ARCs and JAO. The script requires manual 
intervention for data specific flagging or circumventing of issues 

•  Pipeline processing just getting underway for straightforward modes 
•  Still requires some manual flagging intervention 
•  Does not (yet) include low S/N calibrators, bandwidth switching, band-2-

band transfer, polarization 
•  Imaging still manual 

•  Internally mostly focused on Raw data to Imaging path, some image analysis but 
looking to partnerships for big steps 

•  Input for priorities: Pan-ALMA -- Commissioning (EOC), > 50 staff worldwide 
(ARCs, nodes, JAO), science advisory groups, feedback from helpdesk 
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CASA 

Protoplanetary Disks 
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HD 142527  HCO+ 

Perez+2014 

Zhang+2014 

Christiaens+2014 



CASA 
Presentation Philosophy 

•  Requirements in GREEN we know how to do. Doesn’t mean it won’t take 
considerable effort, just that we know what to do if we had time and 
resources.  

•  Requirements in BLUE need significant research and development. In most 
cases both on the scientific and algorithmic sides. If both scientific staff 
AND development staff are not allocated they cannot get done. 
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Only most important ALMA priorities are covered here; there is also a 
long list of lower priority improvements   



CASA ALMA: Apriori Calibration & Flagging 

•  Water Vapor Radiometers:  
–  Applied on-line they help reduce data rate/volume because it allows greater time 

averaging; applied off-line time trending can be used to make more sophisticated 
correction – need to figure out best combination  

–  Incorporate more sophisticated atmospheric modeling particularly for the dry and 
dispersive components (extensive testing is on-going during long base line campaign 
to quantify effects). It is already clear that WVR correction helps very little in 
weather conditions required for Bands 9 & 10 

–  How to best interpolate to ACA, which lacks WVRs, identify and interpolate 
antennas with misbehaving WVR 

•  Visibility Weights 
–  Need to use spectral weights to account for spectral noise variability due to 

receiver response and ATM lines (may come in 4.3). Needs to be propagated 
throughout package: GAINCAL,APPLYCAL,SPLIT, MSTRANSFORM,CVEL,CLEAN 

–  Weight management system (similar to flagmanager) 

•  Flagging 
–  All interactive gui flagging task should be able to export graphically produced flags 

as flagdata commands for scripting purposes 
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CASA Gain Calibration - I 
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•  Fully functional CalLibrary formalism (to allow greater flexibility in application 
of calibration) 

•  Techniques for better phase connection for high frequency/long baselines. Likely 
to be the number one impediment to realizing the full potential of these 
observing modes 
•  Currently we have linear or nearest phase interpolation and a basic, little 

used implementation of GSPLINE (user must enter timescale for wraps 
etc). We do not have a solver for rates (FRINGE). Thus, we are very 
susceptible to phase wraps. 

•  There are other ideas afoot, including piecewise incorporation of solutions 
from short to longer baselines 

•  It is a chicken and egg problem: We don’t know what strategy will work 
best, so now during the long baseline campaign, in addition to the 
fundamental commissioning, we need to also develop software to 
demonstrate a data reduction technique so it can be implemented in time 
for Cycle 3.  i.e. it must be available in the CASA 4.4 release.  
 I am very concerned 



CASA Gain Calibration - II 

Band-to-band phase transfer 
•  May need ATM modeling of phase offsets so that low frequency data can 

be used to calibrate high frequency data, i.e. simple ratio of frequency 
scaling may not get the job done (dispersive term). Lots of data taken 
recently, outcome not yet known. 

 
Polarization calibration for linear feed 
•  Done to 1st order but not yet applied to a broad range of data.  

–  Limitations of determining instrumental pol vs. optimal observing strategy 
(polarized vs unpolarized calibrators) 

–  Need to streamline process of instrumental pol self-calibration 
–  Limitations of, and how best to calibrate full field is still TBD 
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CASA Applying Calibration, Preparing to Image, 
Self-calibration 
•  Applycal:  

–  Greater control over interpolation / extrapolation (CalLibrary?) 
–  Elevation (air mass) correction using ATM model when interpolating Tsys in time 

or typically more importantly position. This can lead to absolute flux errors of 
factors of 2 at high frequency with current combination of observing strategy and 
correction method. 

–  Elevation (air mass) correction using ATM model for applying bandpass to science 
targets. Needed to minimize impact of atmospheric lines 

•  UV-continuum Subtraction and continuum imaging:  
–  Automated line avoidance. Possibly tweaks to current RFI finding 

algorithms that target flagging of whole channels when signal is detected 
(rather than over time or individual baselines).  

•  Self-calibration: Need to create a streamlined framework for self-calibration 
including a  gui interface 
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CASA 
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Galaxies 

NGC1068 Garcia-Burillo+2014 

Antennae Whitmore+2014 

NGC 253 Bolatto+2013 



CASA Imaging 
•  Refactored clean 

–  Multi-term MFS for mosaics 
–  Improved cleaning performance for edges of mosaics 
–  Robust Maximum Entropy task implementation 

•  Better ALMA primary beam (PB) model: ability to use per antenna, or 
per antenna type models from measurements, this work is started but not yet 
available to users. Initial tests suggest per antenna is terribly slow. 

•  On-the-fly Mosaic imaging: some initial tests with ALMA data but stalled 
due to higher priority items 

•  Automatic clean boxing: several methods proposed for thresholding – real 
trick is incorporating with generally usable heuristics in major/minor cycle 
schema in a way that isn’t painfully slow 

•  SD+Interferometric Combination: 
–  Better automated weighting and scaling for feathering 
–  Joint UV-plane Deconvolution 
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CASA Ephemeris Objects 
Basic capabilities available  
•  Ephemeris table definition done but full implementation in CASA 

that allows high precision Doppler Tracked spectrum of a feature on 
a rotating Solar System Body is needed 

•  Continue to improve resolved Solar System models as new 
information becomes available including time dependence and non-
circularity 
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Single Dish 
Basic capability for autocorrelation calibration (position switching) and imaging 
done, but a number of issues remain: 
•  Scan table to ms data format to homogenize SD and interferometric approaches  
•  Calibration of continuum total power with nutators barely begun (additional delays seem 

inevitable) 
•  Fall back of using complex patterns (i.e. Lissajou) “fast-scaning”: observing mode being 

tested on sky but not yet in reduction package 
•  Frequency switching if observing mode is implemented 

Uranus B10 

•  Pluto/Charon 
Astrometry 



CASA Parallelization 

•  Emphasize speedup for cleaning 
•  End to end integration (i.e. complete path) and in depth testing 
•  Emphasize improvements that apply to both desktops and clusters 
•  Optimization (including Tiling) 
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User Experience / Look and Feel 
•  Uniformity of parameters, and help format across package 
•  Improved task and especially tool documentation 
•  Better logging, especially in gaincal, applycal 
•  Improved, more extensive history (images currently have none!) 
•  Quicker more flexible plotting, for example over-plotting of solutions with 

data is a key missing capability 
•  On-the-fly plotting of calibrated data (without running applycal) 



CASA The High Red-Shift Universe 
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Dense gas Dense gas 

(Carilli et al. 2013) 

(Wang et al. 2013) 

870 um 
Continuum [CII] Line [CII] Velocity 

Field 

v

PKS 1830-211 Mueller+2014 



CASA Vis. & Analysis – Status (Viewer) 

The current viewer offers the following: 

•  Cube browsing: movies, contours, overlays, blinking 
•  Spectral profile browsing and fitting, view linked to cube 
•  Full-function region system (load, save, draw, statistics) 
•  Interaction with NRAO spectral line database splatalogue 
•  By hand 3-d mask creation as part of the (separate) CLEAN task 

A lot of this is newly added functionality is still being refined and tested for 
robustness and user-friendliness.  
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CASA Vis. & Analysis – Status (Viewer) 
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Statistics & Line Fitting 
for user defined region 

GUI for image 
properties 



CASA Vis. & Analysis – Status (Analysis) 
CASA offers the following analysis capabilities: 
 
•  Collapse, regrid, or slice images 
•  Import/export from fits 
•  Pixelwise math operations 
•  Spatial and spectral (4.3) smoothing 
•  2-D spatial and 1-D spectral fitting 
•  More scriptable capabilities from im toolkit 

As with visualization, many of these capabilities are only now 
being put through their paces by the community. 
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CASA Vis. & Analysis - Risks 
•  Lack of tools or visualization software has the potential to 

adversely affect ALMA/JVLA scientific throughput/impact 
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•  Community development remains limited and fractured. If sharing of subfield-
specific tools does not become common then the burden on NRAO is greater 
or the impact/accessibility of the telescopes is affected. 

•  If the increasing size of data cubes outstrips the capabilities of the software and 
slicing (considering manageable sub-cubes) does not offer an effective work-
around, some science may stall pending new development. 

•  An increasingly complex code base shifts limited developer effort to 
maintenance and stalls development. 

•  New improvements are deployed but then not supported or continuously 
developed over the course of several cycles to allow them to become robust 
and user-friendly. 



CASA NA ALMA Partnerships for 
Visualization & Image Analysis 
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•  ALMA Development projects: 	

•  Next generation Viewer: Cube Analysis and Rendering Tool for 

Astronomy: CARTA (led by U. Alberta)	


•  An ALMA Data Mining Toolkit: ADMIT (led by U. Maryland)	


•  ALMA Development study: 	

•  A framework for hosting and developing user contributed python-

based image analysis tools: radio-astronomy-tools (hosted on 
github, and organized by NRAO, MPIA, and U. Alberta)	




CASA Future Development 
unknown, unknowns 

•  The exquisite sensitivity and angular resolution of ALMA in Full Science 
require that we do MORE than has ever been done before. The high 
dynamic range afforded by ALMA will expose 2nd order corrections 
previously ignored. 

•  With each new mode and increase in capability we’ve discovered new 
things that we really need 

•  The hardest ALMA data is yet to come! 
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